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How to Get Involved

 

Communities Together Inc. is a third-party provider of community and resident
engagement for residents of affordable housing.

We are an independent, 501(c)3 charitable nonprofit, nongovernmental enterprise.
We facilitate neighbors coming together to build civic community

and their own socioeconomic growth.
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Our New + Innovative Development

For the first time, Communities Together Inc was the
nonprofit sponsor of the development in partnership with
several individual owners. Located near a central
intersection in Kensington, Maryland, the community is
managed by Residential One. Communities Together
provides community and resident engagement. 
The 94-unit residence is in the heart of a walkable
community, close to the library, grocery store, and
restaurants and parks. Silver Creek is a diverse 62+
community. Many residents are very active and motivated
to build a strong resident community. 

Through a partnership and a $148,600 grant funded by
Capital One, the tech program has opened new tech doors
for residents.
We have provided a Chromebook to every resident --
their electronic connection to the world, at no cost to them. 

One of the newest members of the Communities Together
family, Silver Creek Senior Living opened its doors in January
2022.

 
One of Silver Creek's biggest victories is its innovative
Community Connection program: 
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The grant funded a building-wide WiFi network with hotspots
that allow for Internet access in every unit and common
areas, also free of cost. 
The grant provided Chromebook and WiFi training to
residents and an engagement coordinator who remains
available to help residents with their use of the Chromebooks
and WiFi indefinitely. 
Finally, Capital One provided an external independent
evaluation organization to measure the impact of the
program. 
Our community engagement team and residents have
teamed up to kick off and sustain ongoing recreational and
well-being activities. We have built local partnerships to
enrich programming, collaborating, for example, with the
nearby hardware store to host a fabulous flower planting
event. Recently, working with the leadership of our residents,
we hosted a Fall Ball.
These examples of social gatherings are building networks of
neighbors and friends. In this way, we are knitting the fabric
of social and civic community. 



Over the following days, weekends, weeks, and months, we
were “all hands on deck” and on-site to provide emergency
coordination with residents, to coordinate among external
providers, to advocate for the residents, to re-direct
donations, and to accompany residents as they returned to
their homes.
 Aided by ResidentialOne, we launched a new texting
system immediately to send out communications to the
whole community during the fog of the immediate
aftermath of the disaster. 

In early March, 2022, hundreds of the neighbors we serve
narrowly escaped death. 14 were injured (some critically) in an
explosion and fire: thank goodness all recovered from their
physical wounds. Their continuing emotional trauma remains
one object of our service. The fire took place at Friendly
Garden Apartments in Silver Spring, Maryland. By the evening
of that day, our top emergency response and coordination
partner, Camp Fire Patuxent, was on site to meet with
residents and Montgomery County’s emergency responders.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fire, Relief, and Recovery in Silver Spring
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We also collaborated with a number of other organizations,
not only to be an emotional support, but also to find
logistical answers – such as ensuring that every resident had
a place to sleep the night of the emergency.
We were grateful to benefit from Montgomery County’s first
responders, the Montgomery Housing Partnership (MHP)
and the Red Cross, all of which were on-site working with
Communities Together, supplying residents with snacks and
water, and providing information and services to residents.
(The County had designated MHP as the sole recipient of the
public’s outpouring of donations for the victims of the fire,
having used MHP in similar disasters in the past.)
Communities Together’s staff worked hand in glove with the
MHP-County committee. to direct the public’s donations to
the appropriate residents as the spring and summer
unfolded. The public donated about half a million dollars
through MHP.
Now we have moved into long-term programs designed to
continue to sustain the community’s emotional and social
cohesion through healing and enriching programs. The
children and youth are our top focus.
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In March 2022, the Communities Together portfolio expanded
significantly again with the addition of Ashburn Chase
Apartments in Ashburn, Virginia. A 96-unit complex, Ashburn
Chase includes families with people with developmental
disabilities, who comprise about 10 percent of the homes.
Communities Together has been hired by TM Associates (co-
owner and property manager) and GoodWorks (co-owner) to
coordinate programs and resources for every resident,
regardless of ability. 
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Integrating People with Disabilities in Virginia

We are very proud of our team: they showed up, set aside
other work, worked long hours through weekends and
weekdays, coordinated with multiple external providers, and
placed the care of the residents first in their service. Our
neighbors at Friendly Garden responded in kind: they came
together, they lifted each other up, and their community spirit
is stronger than ever. After all, our team members – the
Community Together coordinators and Camp Fire staffers –
were the only responders the residents knew and trusted.



Monthly visits from the Loudon Hunger Relief (LHR) Mobile
Market – a trailer outfitted with fresh produce, dairy, and
bread along with nonperishable items. 
·Our full-time on-site coordinator, experienced in services
for folks with DD, provides enriching activities for families
and children, including after-school programs. 
Family Nights with food and activities that cross
generational and community needs and wishes.
Community Network Nights, which engage residents in
having a voice in what goes on at the community and
includes a meal, discussions, and giveaways. 
“Out of School Time” (OST) activities: youth development
activities that engage youth in projects that support social,
emotional, academic, and recreational learning through
our partnership with Camp Fire Patuxent.
Information for residents regarding community resources
and activities. 

Our guiding principle is Integration: we actively integrate
people with developmental disabilities (DD’s) with the
entire cohort of neighbors in all of our activities and events.
We started by surveying residents to identify their wants and
needs. We have reached out to community partners to draw
upon their offerings. A sampling follows:
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Summer Programs Unmasked

Through our partnerships with Camp Fire and CAFÉ (Cultural Academcy
for Excellence), Communities Together was able to offer many children
and youth a summer program, packed to the brim with social-emotional
learning and play in green spaces. This was also the first time since 2019
our partners were able to run ongoing programs mask-free, outdoors
and indoors, for the duration of the “urban camp.” Camp Fire welcomed
more than 60 kids from family communities in Prince George’s and
Montgomery Counties, while CAFÉ offered its camp to children at
Quebec Arms in Adelphi, Maryland. Summer programs’ impacts sprout
benefits all year long. Our partners and Communities Together also used
summer experiences to assess youth needs for the school year.



With funds from HSBC, the
Prince George’s County
Council, and Crescent Cities
Charities, we launched and
brought to a successful finish
an innovative experiment: The
Mercaditos Project. Working
with Spanish-speaking
residents in the Langley Park
corridor of Prince George’s
County, we found partners in
El Poder de Ser Mujer,
Residential One, and Truist
Bank, to whom we offer our
lasting thanks. El Poder
provided an
entrepreneneurship training
program, supplemented by
Spanish-speaking guest
instructors from Truist,
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Entrepreneurship with Mercaditos
who offered financial
management workshops.
Participants wrote business
plans; they offered their
goods and services at
“mercaditos” (little markets);
they created marketing
materials and spoke to
potential clients. They won
donations in kind exceeding
$5,000, which allowed them
to earn certifications and
governmental approval as
“nail technicians,” retail food
providers, and a cleaning
service. They signed up
potential clients. They signed
up for insurance. In short,
they have emerged from a
challenging program self-
empowered to create wealth
for their families. Graduating
from the program later this
fall will be four women who
are now able to launch their
businesses. In doing so, they
– and we – have been brought
together as a cohort that is
truly now a community within
the community. 



We expect that our income in 2022 will rise from $686,000
in 2021 to more than $1 million this year. 
We have added two more affordable housing communities
to our portfolio of clients. 
We have added three new staff positions. 
We have agreements with several partner development
firms to serve communities scheduled to open in 2023 and
2024. 
We are preparing to to undertake the months-long
process of winning CORES certification as a third-party
provider of community and resident engagement services.
This summer, we kicked off a Board-led strategic planning
project that will culminate in early 2023. 
Beginning in the spring, we created a bigger, better
internal evaluation and monitoring system to track our
operations and programmatic impact. 

Over the course of the first nine months of 2022,
Communities Together Inc has grown in a number of
dimensions. In addition to the developments mentioned
above: 
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Growth, Evaluation, and Impact
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How to Get Involved

The cost of one (two-month) community building program
would be $5,000. Your investment buys the time of expert
trainers and activity costs. 

Please consider investing in our neighbors in affordable
housing through one of our top programs:

1. Community-Building: Our core program facilitates neighbors
coming together to address their common challenges and
opportunities. As residents “network” with each other, they
become stewards of their community and build civic pride. We
use activities and events to reinforce neighborly goodwill,
developing social and community bonds. Active neighbors
create stable, safer, more livable communities, and they
develop the tools to improve other facets of their lives as well. 



1 week of out of school time (OST) program or summer
camp is an average of $370/child.
Children and youth affected by the explosion and fire at
Friendly Garden Apartments in Silver Spring benefit from
the additional funds we are raising to provide programs
and ongoing family support and healing from the trauma
suffered with the explosion and fire of March 3, 2022. 
We estimate a cost of at least $10,000 per month for such
youth programs. 
Each of our 15 family communities deserves steady
funding. Many of our families are headed by single moms
who would appreciate any program extended to their
children.

2. Youth Development: We are seeking sponsors to create
more programming opportunities for the youth we serve. You
can cover the costs of our youth development partners: 
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Prince George’s County’s Local Development Council has
awarded us a $10,000 grant. We are seeking to raise an
additional $25,000 to complete a WiFi network at Fort
Washington Manor, a senior living community. 
Capital One has provided us with a total two-year
investment of $148,600 for a comprehensive program at
one of our new communities, Silver Creek Senior Living
in Kensington, Maryland. 
To make WiFi available and free to all residents of a
typical small multi-story apartment building, we would
need at least $35,000 for the initial installation. 
We estimate that providing our other residents with
Chromebook “loaners” would entail an investment of
approximately $10,000. We successfully tested this
concept. 
Providing training and a staff resource on the Internet,
email, the Web, and devices can cost a minimum of
$10,000 per year per community. 

3. Community Connections:
Internet access is a lifeline to residents who cannot afford
access to the Internet, an electronic device, or the training to
master those connections. 
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Join Us!

To partner with us, or to explore making a donation, please
write to Info@CommTogether.org,
Tom@CommTogether.org, and/or
Isabella@CommTogether.org.

 
We look forward to hearing from you!

$240 = one yoga class for one
community (and one week).
$150 = two gym instruction
classes at one community (in
one month).
$300 = one healthy cooking
class for 30 participants.

4. Health and Wellness: Your
donations can help our neighbors
care for themselves through a
variety of programs and services,
several of which we illustrate
below: 

Support CTI
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